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Important notes
1. Instrument Safety Warning Labels

The note contains particularly important information and you shall read it carefully. If the
note is neglected, the instrument may be damaged or work abnormally.

The warning requires you take special care in performing a step or method.If it is not done
according to the requirements correctly, serious personal injury may be caused.

Warning symbol: The improper operation may result in electric shock or damage to the
instrument.

Warning symbol: The improper operation may result in scald.

 The hint includes several operation tips and reasonable methods for setting and using the
instrument.

The EPUP (Environmental Protection Use Period) symbol is prepared according to
Measures for the Control of Pollution from Electronic Information Products and Marking
for Control of Pollution Caused by Electronic Information Products (SJ/T11363-2006) and
is suitable for the electronic information products sold in China.

The reagent used in the position with the symbol attached to the instrument may result in
biohazard, and thus, the protection shall be concerned.

The position with the symbol attached to the instrument indicates the grounding terminal.

Q1600 Real-Time PCR is comply with the requirements of CE technology symbol.
Q1600 Real-Time PCR is comply with the standard 61010-1 IEC/EN and standard
60601-1-2 IEC .

2. Safety Guidelines
The basic safety measures below must be observed during operation, maintenance, and repair of the
instrument. If the notes, warnings, or cautions specified in the manual are neglected, the basic protection
provided by the instrument may be affected. Meanwhile, it may also damage the safety level of
instrument design and manufacture and the anticipated application scope.

Hangzhou Bio-Gener Technology Co., Ltd never assumes any result caused by the user who
disobeys the requirements below.

Q1600 Real-Time PCR is comply with the Standard GB4793.1, and is a general
instrument of class III, the protection degree is IP20.
It is intended for indoor use and applied to an elevation below 2,000 meters.

1) Instrument grounding
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The input power cord for the instrument must be grounded reliably so as to avoid electric shock. The
instrument is equipped with 3-pin plug with a grounding pin, and only mated with a grounding power
socket. If the plug cannot be inserted into the socket, please ask an electrician to install the right socket
but never make the grounding plug lose its safety protection function.

2) Keep away from the circuits when the power is on
The operator shall never remove the protection device, replace a component, or adjust the instrument.

If it is required, the professional maintenance personnel shall complete it and it is forbidden to replace
any component when the power is on. When the instrument is connected to the power supply, do not
spray liquid around the instrument or in the use environment. Liquid sprayed on live parts can cause a
short circuit and cause a fire. When extinguishing a fire, disconnect the instrument from the power
supply.

3) Attention to the power cord
The instrument shall adopt the power cord attached with the machine. If the power cord is damaged, a

power cord of the same type and same specification shall be used to replace the old one and the repair
shall never be conducted. It is forbidden to put anything on the power cord or lay the power cord in a
crowded place when the instrument is in operation.
4) Attention to the power supply
Before AC power is applied, make sure that the power voltage is in line with the value (100-240V~

50/60Hz) required by the instrument and that the rated load of power socket shall not be less than the
maximum load of 300W for the instrument.Using an improper power supply may damage the
instrument's wiring system and cause a fire. It is recommended to use a UPS power supply.
5) Plugging and unplugging of the power cord

When the power cord is plugged or unplugged, hold the plug, not the cord, tightly, ensure that the
plug is fully and firmly inserted into the socket when plugging, but never drag the cord when
unplugging.
6) Attention to the location for installing the instrument
The instrument should be placed in a place with low humidity, less dust, and away from water sources

(such as pools, water pipes, etc.). The room should be well ventilated and free from corrosive gases or
strong magnetic fields.
The openings of the instrument are designed for ventilation circulation so as to prevent the machine

from overheating and the vents shall never be blocked or covered, and shall be at least 30cm away from
the nearest object when the instrument is used alone.
Please turn off the power supply when run is over, unplug the power plug, and cover the instrument with
soft cloth or plastic film so as to prevent dust or impurities.

7) Attentions during operation
Specimens must be kept level, and the same experiment must use the same type of tube.

The consumables, reagents and other wastes shall be disposed according to the related requirements but
never discarded or dumped arbitrarily.
If there is harmful substance under test, the operation cannot be performed until the related training is

obtained.
The harmful substances after use shall be handled or stored properly according to their operations

manual.
The operator must obtain the related training and qualification.

Note: In the following cases, immediately unplug the power plug from the power outlet and

contact the supplier for repair.

1). The instrument has been exposed to rain, water or liquid；

2). The instrument is not working properly, especially if there is any abnormal sound or smell；

3). The instrument performance is obviously degraded.

4). During the disposal of infectious substance (such as human body sample or

reagent), if the skin may be touched, the protective gloves or other

protective measures are required.
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8) The EMC Considerations
The instrument is comply with the standard GB/T 18268.26 for the requirements of emission and

immunity.
According to the standard GB4824 engineering medical equipment group classification, it is a class

A group I equipment.
The instrument is designed and detected according to the standard GB 4824 for the class A

equipment.
9) Transportation symbols

This way up Indicate that the correct position of the transport
package is vertically upward.

Handle with care Please put the package carefully during
transportation.

Keep away from
moisture The package shall never be caught in rain

Temperature limit Indicate that the temperature range for the
transport package is from -20℃ to 55℃.

10) Second transportation
If the instrument is to be transported again, the instrument and its wells shall be cleaned completely

and the sterilization shall be conducted with UV-light.Please pay attention to the position of the relay
instrument when carrying and displacing the instrument.
11) Safety warnings and cautions

High temperature warning: Do not directly touch the area with the high temperature

warning mark on the instrument and the high temperature area described in this manual to avoid

burns!

Electric shock warning: Please be sure to perform operations strictly in accordance with

the requirements of the electric shock warning information to avoid electric shock!！

Note: Note that the notice contains particularly important information, so please read it

carefully. Failure to follow the instructions may cause the instrument to malfunction, and may

even damage the instrument!

3. Instrument maintenance
Use neutral detergent to clean shells each month, and never drip the cleaner into the hole when

cleaning each well of the module.
Use instrument accessories small hair brush with dab anhydrous alcohol to clean every well of the

module clockwise rotating up and down every year. Never drip the cleaner into the hole when cleaning
each well of the module.
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If there are stains on instrument surface, please use soft cloth with clean cream to clean.

4. After-sales service
The specific warranty terms and period are shown in the warranty list.

 After the packaging box of the instrument is opened, check the instrument
and its accessories immediately according to its checklist. If any item is
damaged or missing, please contact the distributor or our service personnel
immediately.

 Please fill out the information registration form as a feedback to Hangzhou
Bio-Gener Technology Co., Ltd. for product registration and obtain correct
operation password for the product before the user uses the product.
Please conserve the packaging box and packaging materials in a safe place
after the packaging box is opened for future maintenance. As for the
damage to the instrument incurred during any transportation to our
maintenance department, Hangzhou Bio-Gener Technology Co., Ltd. shall never
assume any responsibility.
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1 Overview

1.1 Main applications and characteristics
The Q1600 real-time fluorescence quantitative PCR instrument uses semiconductor technology

to quickly implement the PCR amplification process, and uses a high-sensitivity photoelectric
detection system to detect the fluorescence signal in real time, and analyzes and processes it
through powerful analysis software.
This system has the following characteristics:
 Double channels and double 8-well blocks design, can run two different

programs at the same time.
 Small size, light weight, easy to carry.
 Powerful software analysis function, which can be used for Quantitative

Analysis, Melting Curve Analysis, Genotyping, etc.
 7-inch high-definition TFT color touch screen, and embedded win10

operating system.
 The experimental results can be printed directly or exported.
 LED light source has the advantage of energy saving, environmental

protection, long service life and maintenance free.
 Unique hot lid lock design, one touch to open the lid.
 With power failure protection function.
 Forward and backward air vent design, can be placed side by side, saving

laboratory space.
1.2 Model information and basic parameters and performance

indicators
1.2.1 Model Description

Q 1600

1.2.2 Instrument construction
PCR detection system is mainly composed of control system, power supply system,

photoelectric system, module components, Hot-lid component, shell parts and software etc.
Schematic diagram is as follows.

product code

Product model code
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1. Hot Lid A 2. Hot Lid B 3. Power off button 4.air vent

5. LCD display 6. USB interface 7. Block A status LED 8. Block B status LED

9. power switch 10. Power outlet 11. USB interface 12. air vent

13. NamePlate 14. Instrument Main Body 15. Instrument feet

1.2.3 Basic parameters and performance indicators
Model No. Q1601 Q1602
Sample Capacity 16×0.2ml(2×8 well, double block)
Consumable Clear 0.2 ml PCR tube /8-tube strips
Reaction Volume 10-100μl
Temperature control technology Marlow customized Peltier allow 1.000.000 cycles
Temperature Range 0-100℃(Resolution:0.1℃)
MAX. Ramp Rate 6℃/s
Temperature fluctuation ±0.1℃
Uniformity ±0.25℃
Accuracy ±0.25℃
Hot Lid Temperature 30-115℃(Adjustable, default 105℃)
Temperature Control Block/Tube
Excitation wavelength 460-550nm
Emission wavelength F1：520-540nm F1：520-540nm F2：540-580nm
Factory Calibrated Dyes F1:FAM/SYBR Green F1:FAM/SYBR Green I
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F2: HEX/VIC/JOE/TET
Excitation Long life LED
Detection High sensitivity photoelectric detector
Dynamic Range 1-1010 Copies
Sensitivity 1 copy
Feature function Absolute/Relative Quantification, Melting curve, Genotyping
Date Export Formats excel,csv,txt
Printing Report can be printed (optional USB thermal printer)
Display 7 inch color TFT touch screen, 1280×800 pels
Communication Parts USB2.0
Dimension 300x267x198mm(L x W x H)
Net Weight 5.5KG
Power DC15V 250W

1.3 Basic function of Q1600 software
 Program setting for the PCR and fluorescence detection.
 Edit the experiment temperature program and sample parameters
 Real-time display of detection data.
 Experimental data analysis function (qualitative / quantitative, melting curve,

genotyping, relative quantitative)
 Experiment data export function
 experimental results can be printed
 Software can be upgraded remotely
 Fault protection and alarm function

The software functions above are only used as the reference and subject
to change without notice.
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2 Installation

2.1 Confirmation of packing contents
When you receive Q1600 real-time PCR instrument, please check out the box to see if it

includes the following:

① Instruent 1

② Power Line (single-phase 3-wire) 1

③ Power Adapter 1

④ Operation Manual 1

⑤ Simple operation manual 1

⑥ Product warranty certificate 1

⑦ Certificate 1

If there is any discrepancy, please keep the original box and contact our company in time.
2.2 Environmental requirements for the instrument
2.2.1 Environment used

1) Ambient temperature: 10℃ ~35℃
2) Relative humidity: 10% ~90%
3) The instrument is intended for indoor use and the operating platform for the instrument

shall be horizontal and stable.
4) The instrument is applied to an elevation below 2,000 meters.
5) The instrument shall be installed in a place with low humidity, little dust and away from

water sources (such as a pool, a water pipe, etc.), the indoor ventilation shall be in
desired condition and there is neither corrosive gas nor strong magnetic field
interference. Please never install the instrument in a place full of humidity or dust.

6) The openings of the instrument is designed for ventilation so as to prevent the machine
from overheating and the vent shall never be blocked or covered and shall be located at
least 30cm from the nearest object when the instrument is used alone.

7) The high temperature environment may affect the test performance of the instrument or
cause malfunctioning. Never use the instrument directly exposed to the sun or intense
light sources so as to ensure fluorescence detection accuracy of the instrument. Keep it
away from heaters, stoves, and other heat sources.

2.2.2 Power requirements
This instrument uses a switching power supply, which is suitable for a wide range of voltages and
can work normally between AC voltage 85-264V. The frequency is 50 ～ 60HZ, the power line is
single-phase three-wire, and it must be reliably grounded.
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2.3 Installation of the Instrument
 The instrument shall be installed in line with “2.1.2 and the desktop for the instrument

shall be stable and horizontal so as to keep the instrument stable.
 Installation of the power cord: The power cord, an accessory to the instrument, shall

be used. The power switch for the instrument shall be off during installation of the
power cord.
 After plugging and unplugging the supplied power cord for multiple times,

the plug may be loosened. If this happens, replace the power cord.
 Replace the power cord with the same type and specification.

Warning: The instrument must be reliably grounded to

avoid electric shock!
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3 Startup

3.1 Inspection before startup
The checklists below shall be confirmed before the power turns on:
 Inspect whether the power supply is in line with system requirements
 Confirm that the power plug is inserted into power socket in correct and reliable way.
 Inspect whether working environment and location conditions of the instrument are in line

with the requirements
3.2 Sartup
1) Power on
Connect the power cord to the back of the instrument, plug it into a power outlet, and set the

power switch to "-". After the instrument is powered on, the LCD screen lights up. It displays the
product name, company logo, name, and the instrument enters the self-test state, as shown in the
figure below.

After the self-test is finished, enter the homepage interface as shown below:
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4 Software features

4.1 Homepage
Including Test, File, Settings and opening hot lid block button.

4.1.1 Test
Click "Test" to enter the experiment operation interface, as shown in the figure below.

Click Home to return to the home page.
4.1.2 File

Click File to enter the file system, as shown in the figure below.

Click Home to return to the home page.
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4.1.3 Tools
Click "Tools" to enter the setting interface, as shown in the figure below.

Click Home to return to the home page.
4.1.4 Open the hotlid
Click the lid open button and the hot lid of the corresponding block will open.

4.2 TEST

4.2.1 Menu

4.2.1.1 NEW File

Create a new experiment file
Click "New File", the default is double blocks, you can click block A or B to set up a single

block experiment, see the figure below.

Clicking “Block A” will create a new Block A experiment, and clicking “Block B” will create a
new Block B experiment as shown in the figure below.
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Using Block A / B switch button to switch to Block A or B experiment.

4.2.1.2 Open

Open the saved detector file

4.2.1.3 Save

Save the current setup file

4.2.1.4 Save As

Save the current test file as a new file
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4.2.1.5 Import

Import templates and standard curves.Click "Import" directly, it will be regarded as the import
template, and you can select "Import standard curve" from the drop-down list.

1) Import template
Import all parameters in the test file, dye, sample name, sample type, standard concentration,

and program settings in the template file into the current experiment file.

2) Import standard curve
Import the standard curve parameters into the experiment file. This operation can only be

imported when there is an experiment file available for analysis. After that, the imported standard
curve will be used for calculation.
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4.2.1.6 Export

To export the experimental data and standard curve, click "Export" directly to export the
experimental data. You can choose to export the standard curve from the drop-down list.

1) Click "Export Experimental Data", and the export dialog will pop up as shown below

Save types include: csv, xls, txt formats.

2) Click “Export Standard Curve” and the export dialog box will pop up as shown below
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4.2.2 Basic Setting
Including Name, Experiment type, Dyes, Items , Block, Gain Setting, Save in, Remarks

1) Name
Enter experiment name

2) Experiment type
Includes: qualitative / quantitative, melting curve and genotyping

3) Dyes
F1 contains: FAM, SRBY; F2 contains: HEX, VIC, TET, JOE

4) Items
Test items can be entered manually or selected from a drop-down list. After adding a new test

item, it will automatically update to the test item drop-down list.

5) Experiment Block
It shows the block of the experiment according to the new experiment, including Block A, Block
B and dual Block

6) Gain Setting
Including two types: automatic gain and manual gain.

7) Save in
Save path of experiment file

8) Remarks
Enter notes for your experiment
4.2.3 Sample Setting
The content of editing area is different for different types of experiments.
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4.2.3.1 Qualitative/quantitative experiments and melting curve

experiments

Qualitative/quantitative experiments and melting curve experiments. Sample settings include:Well
position, Dyes, Items, Sample Name, Sample ID, Sample Type, standard concentration.

a) Well Position
It can only be displayed but cannot be modified. It indicates the hole position information of the
block, which corresponds to the block display area.

 Dyes
The dyes used in the experiments are set in the basic settings.

 Items
 The items for the experiment are set in the basic settings.
 Sample Name and Sample ID

Sample related information
 Sample Type

Including: test sample, standard, positive control, critical positive control, negative
control, no template control.

 Standard concentration
It can be entered manually or selected from the drop-down list.

4.2.3.2 Genotyping experiment

Genotyping experiment, sample settings include: Well position, Items, Sample Name, Sample
ID, Sample Type

 Sample Type
Contains: homozygotes 1, homozygotes 2, heterozygotes, negative controls, test samples,
blank controls

 The other terms are consistent with the definitions of "4.4.1 Qualitative / Quantitative
Experiments and Melting Curve Experiments".
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4.2.3.3 well position operation

There are two ways to select the well position, one is from list, and the other is from well position.
1) well position select from list

 There are 16 wells in total, the first 8 wells are Block A, Named A1-A8；The last 8 wells
are Block B, named B1-B8；
A total of 16 wells corresponds to the following figure.

 Selection operation
Click anywhere in the row where the well is located in the list, select the well, click

again, and unselect it.
Can be single or multiple selection
2）well area selection operation
 well positions can be single or multiple；Click each well for single selection, click the

selected well, click again to deselect, and drag with the mouse to make a circle

selection.The background color of the selected well changes, and the row of the

corresponding well in the list is also selected.

 Click the red area on the left side of the figure below to select all.

4.2.4 Program settings
Experimental procedure: consists of Stages, steps, and reaction system and hot lid temperature.
The steps include: temperature ramping rate, temperature setting, constant temperature time and
touch down PCR setting (start cycle, time change and temperature change).
Stage consists of several steps and Reps.
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4.2.4.1 Reaction system

The reaction system is the amount of liquid added to the test tube, range: 10-100ul.

4.2.4.2 Hot lid temperature

Hot lid temperature range: 30-115℃

4.2.4.3 program

a) Insert Stage include Forward, Backward and At Last

 Forward: Insert a new stage before the current stage
 Backward：Insert a new stage after the current stage；
 At Last：Insert a new stage after the last stage

Click "Stage" directly to insert a new stage after the current stage.

a) Stage operation
 Modify the Stage Name

Put mouse over the stage name, then it is editable, click to select the stage name for

editing
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 Select Stage to operate
Click the red rectangular area (except the stage name area) shown in the figure below to select the
stage

b) Modify No. Of Reps
Click the Reps, the Rep number is editable, and the rep number range: 1-99

c) Insert Stage operation
Select the stage or any step in the stage, and click "Stage" to insert a new stage after the current
stage; click the drop list of "Stage" to pop up the options, as shown in the figure below.

Click Forward then insert a new stage before the current stage; Click Backward then insert a new
stage after the current stage; Click At Last then insert a new stage after the last stage.

d) Delete Stage operation
Select the operation Stage and click "Delete" to delete the selected.
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4.2.4.4 Steps

1) Insert steps, including: Forward, Backward and At Last

a) Forward: Insert a new step before the current step
b) Backward：Insert a new step after the current step；
c) At Last：Insert a new step after the last step

2) Step operation
a) Select step,Click the area shown for each step to select it

b) Insert Step

 Insert Step, click “Step”, insert a new step after the current step; Click “Step” drop down list

pop-up options, as shown below
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Click Forward then insert a new step before the current step; Click Backward then insert a new
step after the current step; Click At Last then insert a new step after the last step.
c) Delete Step
Select step and click Delete to delete it.
3) Step include temperature, hold duration, Ramp Rate and Touch Down PCR( cycles, Temp
Increment, Time increment). These parameters can be modified in steps.

 Click the corresponding text in the step to modify the corresponding parameters

 Sample Setting：Click to set whether the current step is sampling.

 Options
The options include the following parameters,click Touch Town PCR, then temp

increment and time increment can be edited.

4) Page turning operation

Click the left and right page buttons to show hidden stages and steps

4.2.5 Real-time curve
Including Program Setting and Amplification Curve

4.2.5.1 Program Setting

The experiment program interface displays real-time information, including Block Temp, Hot lid
Temp, Run Duration, Remaining Time, Cycle, Current Running Stage and Current running Step.
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4.2.5.2 Amplification Curve

Including Amplification curve display, Block Temp, cycles, Run Duration, Remaining Time,
Channel options, Channel Color.

1) Channel Options: Select the channel to be displayed, you can choose single channel or "all" to
display the amplification curve of two channels.
2) Channel Color: Click to display the color of the amplification curve according to the channel,
one color for channel one, and another color for channel two. If not clicked, the color will be
displayed according to the well position. The two channels of the same well position have the
same color, a total of 16 colors.

4.2.6 Result analysis

Including Experimental Analysis and Experimental Result.

4.2.6.1 Experimental Analysis

Including Quantitative analysis, melting curve analysis and Genotyping
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4.2.6.2 Quantitative analysis

 Analysis type
Displays the current analysis type, including: quantitative analysis, melting curve
analysis, and Genotyping.
The analysis types of quantitative experiments are: quantitative analysis.

 Channel options

The default is channel one (FAM) during automatic analysis. To view the channel two,
select the channel two dye from the drop-down list. If both channels are displayed,
select all.

 Baseline setting
The fluorescence value of the cycle point from "start" to "end" is used as the reference
for zeroing the fluorescence curve（Generally take 3 to 10 cycles of fluorescence during
the amplification process)

 Threshold setting

During the automatic analysis, the baseline and threshold settings are automatically

determined based on the noise signal amplitude during the amplification process, and

the threshold cycle number (that is, the Ct value) of each well position is directly

calculated.

For manual analysis, the baseline settings and thresholds are adjustable. When the fluorescence
value reaches the threshold, the cycle number is the threshold cycle number (that is, the Ct value).

 Fluorescent curve color display

 Standard curve

d) Import
Import the quantitative analysis standard curve into the current group, and analyze the current
group according to the imported standard curve.If standard samples have been set for the current
group, after importing the standard curve, perform data analysis according to the imported
standard curve.

e) Export
Export the current grouped standard curve for quantitative analysis for other files.

4.2.6.3 Analysis of melting curve

The melting curve analysis interface defaults to the automatic determination method. You can
manually adjust the temperature point after click manual determination.
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1) Analysis type
Analysis type: melting curve analysis

2) Channel option
The default is channel one (FAM) during automatic analysis. To view the channel two, select

the channel two dye from the drop-down list. If both channels are displayed, select all.

3) Analytical method
Including: automatic determination and manual determination.
a) Automatic Determination
Default melting curve analysis method is the automatic determination.
b) Manual determination
If not click to automatic determination, then it is manual determination.

4) fluorescence curve color display

4.2.6.4 Genotyping

1) Analysis type
The analysis type is Genotyping.

2) Analysis method
Including endpoint method and Ct method

3) Analysis operation
Including automatic identification and manual identification.
If the check box is not clicked, it means automatic recognition; if it is clicked, it means manual
recognition.

a) Automatic identification can identify the sample type according to the algorithm automatically.
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When the automatic identification cannot be determined, manual identification is used.

b) The manual identification drop-down list includes: unknown, homozygous 1, homozygous 2,
heterozygous and blank
Select manual identification, select the well position, and select the type of the subtype in the

drop-down. This well position is manually identified as the type, and the corresponding changes
are made on the parting chart. The manual column in the parting result should be displayed as √,
indicating the parting It is manually identified.

4) Analysis settings
Click "Analysis Settings", and a dialog box as shown in the figure below pops up to set the
Genotyping rules.

 Default analysis
Genotyping methods: endpoint and Ct method
You can set the end point or Ct as the default analysis method, select the analysis method you
want to use through the drop-down list, and it will be used the next time you open the experiment.

 Current experiment
If checked, the modified parameters are only valid for the current experiment file.
If it is not checked, it means that the modified parameters are effective for future
experiments.
 Decision Rules

Including the end point and the Ct method decision rule, the end point decision rule is
according to the fluorescence intensity, and the Ct is determined according to the Ct
value.

Each method includes two modes, Customized Decision Rule and Default Decision Rule.
 Select a Customized Decision Rule, you can enter the appropriate decision value,

click Save, the analysis of future experiments will use it to make decisions.
 Select the Default Decision Rule, the decision value cannot be modified. The

software default decision value is used.

4.2.6.5 Experimental result

1) Qualitative / quantitative experimental results:
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2) Melting curve experiment results
 Individual melting curve experiment results:

3） Quantitative + melting experiment results:
 Quantitative results:

 Melting results:

4） Genotyping experiment results：

Genotyping results:

4.2.7 Printing
Print through a thermal printer.
Only qualitative / quantitative experiments have this function, melting and Genotyping

cannot print the results.
Print items: items, well position, dye, Ct (fluorescence intensity), calculated concentration,

result.
The print template is fixed, as shown in the following three types.

The Determination standard is set in "Settings"-"Decision Rule". Only when the
Determination standard is set and this test item is selected in "Sample Setting" , there will be
results.
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4.3 File
Click "File" on the homepage to enter the file management interface, as shown in the figure

below.

4.4 Settings

Settings include: Criterion,Quantitative Items Items of Genotyping Factory Setting
System Setting About

4.4.1 Decision Rule
Including CT, Fluorescence and Concentration. The positive and negative decision are judged by
these three methods and can only be selected from the drop-down list.

 Ct
Judged by CT value

 Fluorescence
Judged by fluorescence intensity

 Concentration
Judged by concentration

4.4.2 Genotyping items
Including: Items , Allele 1, Allele 2
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Items: The project type of the experiment.
Allele 1: Select allele 1 dye.
Allele 2: Select allele 2 dye.

4.4.3 Factory Setting
The manufacturer's parameter settings require manufacturer authorization to enter.
4.4.4 System setting

Check the checkbox, the tablet will be automatically shut down after the experiment is completed,
and it is not checked by default.
4.4.5 About
Including: version information of operating software, version signal of instrument firmware and
upgrade.
Firmware upgrade: upgrade the instrument firmware

The firmware upgrade can only be operated by the manufacturer or a professional authorized by
the manufacturer, otherwise the responsibility for the instrument not working properly will be
borne by the user.
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5 Qualitative / absolute quantitative

Qualitative / absolute quantitative analysis is the most basic and commonly used function of
Q1600 real-time fluorescence PCR instrument. Qualitative analysis is used to detect whether the
sample to be tested contains the target gene, that is, to make a negative judgment of the sample.
Absolute quantitative analysis is used to detect the absolute content of genes to be tested in
unknown samples.
This section introduces the basic operation steps of qualitative / absolute quantitative analysis,

including new experiments, experiment editing, operation monitoring, and experiment data
analysis.

Real-time PCR experiment
In the initial stage of the amplification of the PCR reaction, the target sequence DNA fragments
increase exponentially, but with the increase of the number of reaction cycles, due to the increase
of the amplification product, the decrease of enzyme activity, the aggregation of pyrophosphate
molecules, etc. The efficiency drops and the reaction enters a plateau. The Q1600 real-time PCR
instrument monitors and records the entire PCR reaction process in real time and draws the
amplification curve.

The figure above shows a typical PCR amplification curve. It consists of 3 stages:
 Baseline
The baseline period refers to the flat area at the beginning of the PCR amplification curve.
In the early stage of PCR amplification, due to the small amount of amplified products,
the fluorescence signal generated was very low and was basically submerged in the

Baseline

Linear
growth

Plateau
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fluorescent background. Therefore, the baseline period basically reflects the background
of the entire system (including instruments and reagents).
 Linear growth

As the PCR reaction progresses, the fluorescence signal value of the amplified
product continues to increase, and finally jumps out of the fluorescent background
and enters the linear phase, which appears as a diagonally upward region on the
amplification curve. The slope of the linear phase can basically reflect the
amplification effectiveness.

 Plateau
As the number of reaction cycles increases, a large amount of amplification products
are produced. At the same time, due to unfavorable reaction factors such as
decreased enzyme activity and pyrophosphate molecule aggregation, PCR
amplification efficiency begins to decline, and finally the reaction enters the plateau
phase.For samples with different concentrations, the number of cycles (time)
required to enter the exponential growth period during PCR amplification is
different. Samples with higher concentrations enter the exponential growth period
faster, while samples with lower concentrations need to be amplified after more
cycles. To enter the exponential growth period.Through this rule, we can compare
the number of cycles that each sample begins to enter the exponential growth period
by PCR amplification curve, so as to calculate the sample concentration and achieve
the purpose of quantitative analysis.

5.1 Preparation of reagent samples
Reagent sample requirements:
1) Prepare reagents
The Q1600 detection system uses 0.2ml transparent centrifuge tubes to select 10-100μl of
appropriate dosage according to reagent requirements.

2) Centrifugal operation
Before placing the test tube of the finished reagent sample into the instrument, Centrifuge
operation is required to ensure that the reagent liquid is at the bottom of the test tube and that the
liquid does not contain air bubbles.
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5.2 New absolute quantitative experiment
5.2.1Homepage operation
Click "Experiment" from the homepage to enter the experiment operation interface

5.2.2 New experiment

The default is a dual-block experiment. If a single-block experiment is required, click the "new"
to pop up the experiment type selection. Click "New A" to create a new block A experiment and
click "New B" to create a new block B experiment.

5.2.3 Basic Settings
The setting items are as follows:
1) Enter name
2) Choose qualitative / quantitative experiment type
3) Dye selects template, such as F1 selects FAM, F2 selects VIC
4) Enter the item or select the item from the drop-down list (provided that there is a test item in

 It is recommended to use 0.2ml transparent thin-walled centrifuge tubes or 8-piece
tubes.
 The sample tube placement position must correspond to the content of the sample data.
 If the "Sample Type" column parameter is set to "Unused", no fluorescence results will

be displayed for this well.
 If the "Sample Type" of the well position parameter column is set to "Blank", and there

is a fluorescence value at this well position, The light curve and logarithmic
fluorescence curve are shown in the graph.
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the item list)
5) Check the automatic gain
6) Click Preview, enter the name of the experiment file, and save the experiment file

7) Enter remark information

5.2.4 Sample setting

Enter the sample name, sample ID, and set the sample type for each sample. If a standard is placed,
the standard concentration must also be set.

5.2.5 Program setting
Set the reaction system of the experiment, the temperature of the hot lid and the experiment
temperature, the sampling points, etc.
In qualitative / quantitative experiments, in addition to setting up qualitative / quantitative
experiments, a melting program can also be inserted.
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5.3 Running the experiment
5.3.1Run
After the program setting is completed, put the sample reagent, close the hot lid, click "Run",and
enter the amplification curve interface.

5.3.2 Run operation
1) After starting operation, you can perform the following operations:
 Pause experiment
 Continue experiment
 Stop experiment

2) Display settings:

 Set the displayed channel
In the channel list, select the dye of the channel to be displayed.
 Curve color selection
If checked, the color of the amplification curve will be displayed according to the channel. If not
checked, the color will be displayed according to the well position. The two channels in the same
well will have the same color.
3) Experimental procedures
The experiment program interface displays the real-time information, including: Block Temp, Hot
Lid Temp, Run Duration, Remaining Time, Current Cycle, currently running program stage and
current running steps, etc. It can only be displayed and cannot be modified.
4) Status light
There are two status lights on the top of the hot lid, which indicate the status of block A and block
B. During operation, the status light is on, and the status light is off when the operation is
complete. In the event of a fault, the status light flashes.
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1) After the experiment is completed, it will automatically jump to the sample setting interface

2) Several forms of experimental results:
 Qualitative results
Qualitative experiments only have negative positive judgments, and only CT values and results are
included in the results.The result can be displayed only when the negative positive judgment value
is set in the Decision Rule. If the negative positive judgment value is not set, the result cannot be
directly output. If you need to directly output the results, you need to "Set"-"decision rule", set the
negative positive judgment value, and at the same time select the detection item set in the decision
rule in the test item column in the sample settings.

 After using the instrument, press the operation switch button on the front panel of the
instrument to turn off the instrument; If it is not used for a long time, please turn off the
power switch at the back of the instrument.

 The operation switch is set for the convenience of user operation. It is only used for
temporary or short-term shutdown of the control system. The system is in standby state,
and the instrument is still live inside.
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 Quantitative results
If a standard product is set in the sample setting, a standard curve will be generated after the
operation is completed. The sample will automatically calculate the concentration value according
to the standard curve and display it in the “Concentration” column of the sample setting.

5.4 Qualitative/quantitative experimental analysis
Experimental analysis of the amplification curve, including fluorescence curve (amplification
curve), Derivative curve, standard curve. Click "experimental analysis" to enter into the
fluorescence curve by default. Only qualitative / quantitative analysis experiments are conducted,
and only qualitative / quantitative analysis is available in the analysis type. If a melting curve is
added to qualitative / quantitative, there is a melting analysis in the analysis type, which can be
selected through the drop-down list.For specific melting analysis, please refer to "6.5 Melting
Experiment Analysis".

5.4.1Fluorescence curve
1) View the fluorescence curve
Click "Experimental Analysis"-Fluorescence Curve

3) Fluorescence curve analysis
The fluorescence curve shows the normalized amplification curve of the selected sample and its
threshold line. Cancel automatic analysis, you can set the baseline and threshold settings.In
addition to manually entering the threshold setting on the right, you can also modify the threshold
by dragging the threshold line.
 Channel selection: You can switch analysis channels, select all, and the curves of both
channels will be displayed.
 The selection of the baseline: it should be relatively flat during the baseline period of the
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curve, and the starting point of the baseline should avoid several cycles where the fluorescence
value is unstable at the beginning of the experiment. The baseline end point should be selected in
the first few cycles before the amplification curve with the highest initial concentration enters the
linear region.
 Threshold
Threshold setting principles:
 The fluorescence threshold must be set in the linear growth area;
 If the fluorescence threshold is set too low, the result is sensitive to the detection error and
easy to be affected by the error;
 If the fluorescence threshold is set too high, the difference between the tubes will have a great
influence on the result, and it is possible to miss the weak positive test;
 The general setting value of fluorescence threshold is about 10 times of the standard error of
baseline fluorescence value;
 The selection of fluorescence threshold should make the linearity of standard curve the best.

5.4.2 Derivative curve
The line formed by dividing the noise in the derivative fluorescence curve and the effective data is
the threshold line. The intersection of the threshold line and the derivative fluorescence curve
represents the number of cycles that the fluorescence signal in the reaction tube reaches when
exponentially amplified during the real-time monitoring amplification process is the threshold
cycle number (ie Ct value)

5.4.3 Standard curve
1) Standard concentration setting
The linear relationship between the log value of the copy number of the standard sample and the
measured Ct value is displayed. When quantifying the unknown sample, the copy number of the
sample can be obtained on the standard curve according to the Ct value.

2)Check the standard concentration
Click "Experimental Analysis"-Standard Curve

5.5 Report printing
5.5.1 Report template
Print through a thermal printer.
Only qualitative / quantitative experiments have this function, melting and Genotyping cannot
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print the results.
Print items: items, well position, dye, Ct (fluorescence intensity), calculated concentration, result.
The print template is fixed, as shown in the figure below.

5.5.2 Print report
Select the experimental result on the left, select the well position to be printed, and click "Print" in
the upper function bar to print the result through the thermal printer.

5.6 Data export
Export experiment data and standard curve. Click export directly.
The standard curve can be exported from the drop-down list.
 Click "Export Experimental Data", the export dialog box will pop up as shown in the figure
below

Save types include: CSV, xls, txt three formats.
 Click "Export Standard Curve", the export dialog box will pop up as shown in the figure
below

No results can be printed, please check:
 Whether the external printer is online normally
 Whether the sample type of the sample to be printed is set to "Unused" and if it is set to

"Unused", the result will not be printed.
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6 Melting curve

The melting curve refers to the curve of the degradation degree of DNA double helix structure
with the increase of temperature. In the process of heating the PCR amplification products, as the
temperature increases, the DNA double helix gradually melts. When it reaches a certain
temperature, a large amount of product melting will occur, and the fluorescence will drop sharply.
The temperature at which half of the total DNA double-helix structure degrades is called the
melting temperature (Tm). Different sequences of DNA have different Tm values.
Melting curve analysis can be used to identify different reaction products, including

non-specific products.After the amplification reaction is completed, a melting curve is generated
by gradually increasing the temperature while monitoring the fluorescence signal at each step. As
the double-stranded DNA is denatured in the reaction, the fluorescent dye returns to the free state
and the fluorescent signal is reduced. The negative first derivative of the fluorescent signal is
plotted against the temperature. There is a characteristic peak (Tm, DNA Double-strand melting
temperature of 50%), this characteristic peak can be used to distinguish specific products from
other products such as primer dimers because they melt at different temperatures.
6.1 Preparation of reagent samples
6.2 New melting curve experiment
The operation method is the same as "5.1 Reagent Sample Preparation".
6.2.1 Homepage operation
Click "Test" from the homepage to enter the experiment operation interface

6.2.2 New experiment

Select "melting curve" for experiment type
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6.2.3 Basic Setting
Same as "5.2.3 Basic setting".
6.2.4 Program setting
Click "program setting" to enter the program setting interface, the default is a standard melting
program, you can insert a program stage and step operation.

6.3 Running the experiment
6.3.1 Run
After the program setting is completed, put the sample reagent, close the hot lid, click "Run", run
the experiment, and enter the amplification curve interface.

After the qualitative / quantitative program is completed, enter the melting program to display the
amplification curve of the melting.
6.3.2 Operation
Same as "5.3.2 Operation"
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6.4 Experimental results
After the experiment is completed, it will automatically jump to the melting result.
Quantitative analysis and melting run together, then the quantitative results and melting results

are displayed in the experimental results interface, as shown in the figure below. For quantitative
analysis, click on the selected quantity result tab.

By default, the automatic determination method performs melting curve analysis on all
non-unused well positions. The melting curve analysis generates up to 4 melting temperature
points.
6.5 Melting curve analysis

6.5.1 Automatic determination method
Automatic determination method, the software automatically calculates the melting temperature
point based on the peak fluorescence derivative. Select the automatic determination method, the
software automatically calculates the peak fluorescence derivative of each well. The software
defaults to the automatic determination method.
6.5.2 Manual determination
According to the fluorescence derivative curve, the temperature cursor is moved for each well

to be analyzed to determine the melting temperature point.
The temperature cursor of manual determination method corresponds to: Red corresponds to

temperature 1, green corresponds to temperature 2, blue corresponds to temperature 3, and grass
green corresponds to temperature 4.
6.5.3 Export of melting curve analysis results
Click "Export experiment data", the export dialog box will pop up as shown in the figure below

Save types include: CSV, xls, txt three formats.
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7 Genotyping

SNP that is single nucleotide polymorphism, mainly refers to DNA sequence polymorphism
caused by single nucleotide variation at the genomic level. The principle of SNP genotyping
technology is PCR amplification of genomic fragments containing SNP, the main features are high
accuracy and strong flexibility.
This section introduces the basic operation steps of Genotyping analysis, including new

experiments, experiment editing, operation monitoring, and experiment data analysis.
7.1 Preparation of reagent samples
The operation method is the same as "5.1 Reagent Sample Preparation".
7.2 New Genotyping experiment
Click "Test" from the homepage to enter the experiment operation interface

7.2.1 New experiment
Select " Genotyping " for experiment type

7.2.2 Basic setting
Same as "5.2.3 Basic Setting".
7.2.3 Sample
Enter the test item, sample name, and sample type for each sample.
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7.2.4 Program setting
Same as "5.2.5 Program setting"

7.3 Run the experiment
7.3.1 Operation
After the program setting is completed, put the sample reagent, close the hot lid, click "Run", run
the experiment, and enter the amplification curve interface.

7.3.2 Running operation
Same as "5.3.2 Running Operation"
7.4 Experimental results
After the experiment is completed, it will automatically jump to the experiment result.

7.5 Genotyping

7.5.1 Sample data after Genotyping (data analysis)
1) Genotyping Ct method
The sample data after selecting Ct method in SNP analysis mainly include: typing results, Ct

allele 1 or Ct allele 2.
Typing result: refers to the type of sample allele determined after SNP analysis, and its name

can be entered;
Ct allele 1: refers to the number of cycles in which the fluorescence curve of allele 1 is analyzed

by the Ct method and enters the exponential growth period
Ct allele 2: refers to the number of cycles in which the fluorescence curve of allele 2 analyzed

by the Ct method begins to enter the exponential growth period;
The sample data after SNP analysis is related to dye selection. Different types of dyes can be

selected to analyze the corresponding fluorescent samples. For the allele map, the dye type
corresponding to the coordinate axis can be selected through the sample data interface for
switching analysis.

2) Genotyping endpoint method
The sample data after selecting the end point method in genotyping mainly include: typing results,
fluorescence intensity-allele 1 or fluorescence intensity-allele 2.
Typing result: refers to the type of sample allele name determined by genotyping, and its name

can be entered;
Fluorescence Intensity-Allele 1: Refers to the analysis of the fluorescence intensity at any point
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of the allele 1 fluorescence curve using the fluorescence method;
Fluorescence intensity-allele 2: Refers to the analysis of the fluorescence intensity at any point

of the allele 2 fluorescence curve using the fluorescence method;
7.5.2 About genotyping results
1) End point method
Select "End Point" in the analysis method area to complete the analysis method, analysis steps,
display mode and other settings of quantitative analysis, check "Automatic Analysis", and the
following analysis interface appears on the tab.

 Automatic analysis
The yellow cluster is 1 sample of homozygote analyzed, the green cluster is 2 sample of

homozygote analyzed, and the orange cluster is the sample of heterozygote analyzed.
The sample of the blue cluster is an unknown gene sample determined after automatic analysis.

At this time, it can be judged manually, and the gray is blank.
 Manual analysis
If the check box before automatic analysis is removed, the manual analysis is performed. Select a
sample and manually identify it to give the artificial judgment result of the genetic sample, such as
homozygous 1;

The typing result column shows the allele name of each sample after the final value analysis.
The fluorescence intensity-allele coordinate system can be used to select the different

fluorescence of allele 1 and allele 2 through the sample information column, and to switch the
display of the fluorescence intensity-allele coordinate graph of the X axis and the Y axis.
3) Ct method
In the analysis method area, select "Ct " to complete the quantitative analysis, analysis steps,

display mode, etc., click the "Analysis" to display the following analysis interface.

The Ct-allele map in the dotted frame is the result of analysis using the Ct method. When the
fluorescence is selected as FAM, the yellow cluster is the sample of homozygote analyzed, the
green cluster is the sample of homozygote analyzed 2, the orange cluster is Analysis of
heterozygous samples
The typing result shows the names of alleles of each sample after Ct analysis;
The Ct-FAM shows the Ct value of each sample after FAM fluorescence is selected in the

fluorescence display and analyzed and determined by the Ct method.
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8 Electromagnetic compatibility guidelines

and statements

8.1 Operating environment
This instrument complies with the requirements of standard GB/T 18268.26 Electrical

equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use--EMC requirements---Part 26: Particular
requirements---In vitro diagnostic (IVD) medical equipment.
This instrument is designed and test according to class A equipment in standard GB 4824, and

complies with the requirements of standard GB 17625.1-2012 and GB 17625.2-2007.
Electromagnetic compatibility test conditions: online test, equipment operation setting

procedures, and feedback of the current instrument operating status.
In the home environment, the device may cause radio interference, protective
measures should be taken.
It is recommended to evaluate the electromagnetic environment prior to the use
of the instrument.
It is prohibited to use the instrument at the side of a strong radiation source (such
as a non shielded radio frequency source), otherwise it may interfere with the
normal operation of the equipment.

8.2 Equipment electromagnetic compatibility grouping and
classification

According to the standard GB4824 engineering medical equipment group classification, it is a
class A group I equipment.
Grouping:
Engineering medical equipment group 1: All engineering medical devices intended to produce

and (or) use conductive coupling RF energy for the purpose of exerting its own function.
Engineering medical equipment group 2: All engineering medical devices include electrical

discharge machining (EDM) and arc welding equipment, as well as for material handling and
intended to produce and (or) using electromagnetic radiation radio frequency energy.
Classification:
Class A: Devices which is non home use or not directly connected to the residential low-voltage

power supply network. Class A device should meet the class A limit value.
Class B: Household equipment and equipment directly connected to a low voltage power supply

network device for residential use. Class B equipment should meet the class B limit value.

8.3 Electromagnetic emission
Guidelines and manufacturer's statement: electromagnetic emission

The device is intended to be used in the electromagnetic environment as follows in which
the purchaser or user of the device should use
Emissiom test Emissiom test Emissiom test
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GB4824 Radio-frequency
emission

Group 1

Radio frequency energy only for
its internal functions. Therefore,
it is very low, and the possibility
of interference to nearby
electronic equipment is very
small.

GB4824 Radio-frequency
emission

Class A
The device is suitable for use in
all facilities, but does not include
household and direct connection
to the public low voltage power
supply network for domestic
dwelling houses.

GB17625.1 Harmonic emission Class A
GB17626.2
Voltage fluctuation /
scintillation emission

YES

8.4 Electromagnetic immunity

Port Test items Standard Value

Perform
ance
criterio

n

Re
ma
rks

Shell ESD
radiofrequency
electromagnetic field
power frequency
magnetic field

GB／T 17626．2
GB／T 17626．3
GB／T 17626．8

Contact discharge 4kV； Air
discharge 8 kV 3V／m (80
MHz～2.0GHz)，80%AM
3A/m，50Hz

B
A
A

AC
supply

(Including
grounding
protection

)

Voltage sag GB／T
17626．11

0％1 Period B
40％5／6 Period B

170％25／30 Period C
Voltage interruption GB／T

17626．11
5% Duration time ， 250/300
Period

C

Pulse group GB／T 17626．4 l kV(5／50 ns，5 kHz) B

Surge GB／T 17626．5 1kV／2 kV B 2
Radio-frequency
conduction

GB／T 17626．6 3 V 150 kHz ～ 80 MHz ，
80%AM 1kHz

A

I／O
Signal／C
ontrol

Radio-frequency
conduction GB／T 17626．6 3 V,150 kHz ～ 80 MHz ，

80%AM A

1.Rated frequency: 50 Hz 5 or 25 Period; Rated frequency: 60 Hz 6 or 30 Period。
2.1kVWire to wire, 2kV Wire to Ground.
Performance criterion:
A. During the test, the performance should be normal in the standard limit.
B. During the test, the function or performance of the instrument is temporarily reduced or lost, but it can

recover by itself.
C. During the test, the function or performance of the instrument is temporarily reduced or lost, but it
requires operator intervention or system reset to recover.
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9 Maintenance

9.1 Regularly clean
Clean the shell regularly with neutral cleaner; never make liquid flow in the instrument during

cleaning; clean the wells of the module with the small hair brush (one of the accessories) dipped in
a little absolute alcohol every half year.
9.2 Fault analysis and processing

SN Failures Possible cause Troubleshooting

1

The menu of
“System
parameters”
shows that the
“Operation
password” is
required.

“System parameters” is used
for calibration only during
manufacturing and is
accessible only if the correct
password is input.

Users do not need to use this function. If
any calibration is required, please contact
our service personnel

2

The “Power”
indicator light is
off although the
power supply is
applied.

The power line is not well
connected.

Inspect the power line and re-connect it

Others. Please contact our service personnel.

3
The scanning
unit takes no
action

The communication line is not
well connected or has been
damaged.

Re-connect the communication line or
replace it.

The power supply is not
applied until the Q1600
starts to run.

The power supply is applied before users
start a new run.

The stepping motor or its
driver fails.

Contact our service personnel.

4

After the
samples are
located, the
module
temperature is
shown as 0℃ or
100℃, and the
“Error”
indicator
light is on.

One of the module
temperature sensors fails and
the instrument automatically
stops to run

Contact our service personnel.

The power supply is not applied
until the Q1600 starts to run.

The power supply is applied before users
start a new run.

The Q1600 is searching for
the right communication port.

Please wait for the searching result.
Please contact our service personnel, if
there is no searching result.
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5

The
heating/cooling
rate of the
module
obviously gets
slower or the
temperature
control accuracy
gets lower.

The vent is blocked.
Remove the blockage inside the
vent

The ambient temperature is
slightly too high.

Keep ambient temperature within
the required range of 10-30℃

One of the Peltier devices
fails.

Contact our service personnel.The fan fails.

One of the temperature
sensors fails.

6
The module
temperature is
out of control.

The instrument is
malfunctioning.

Contact our service personnel.
One of the Peltier devices
fails.

The hot-lid heating/cooling is
in progress

The module temperature control
will not run until the hot-lid
temperature reaches the target value.

SN Failures Possible cause Troubleshooting

7

The temperature
or fluorescence
curves are
abnormal:
partial data is
lost, etc.

The PC is infected by some
viruses or the CPU resources
of the PC are severely
occupied.

Run an anti-virus program to
detect and eliminate viruses and
reinstall the instrument

The PC hardware
configuration is not in line
with the requirements or the
communication port is
configured abnormally.

Replace the PC or reconfigure
the communication port.

8
The hot-lid
heating is
abnormal.

The thermal fuse fails.

Contact the distributor or our
service personnel.

The thermal film inside the
hot-lid fails.
The temperature sensor inside
the hot-lid fails.

9

The
fluorescence
values for the
wells without
tubes vary
greatly. Or the
baselines for the
wells with tubes
differ greatly

The wells or the hot-lid are
contaminated.

Clean the wells and the hot-lid.

The gain value is set too high. Input an appropriate gain value.
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10
Reagent
evaporates.

The tubes are low-quality and
their seals are defective. Select high-quality tubes.
The tube covers are defective.
The hot-lid of the instrument
is loose.

Contact the distributor or our
service personnel.

11

The signal
crosstalk occurs
between the
channels

This is a physical
phenomenon.

Please adjust the appropriate
gain, to identify through the
comparison with the standards.

12
Fluorescence
detection values
are abnormal

The instrument is exposed to
some intense light sources

Turn off all the ambient intense
light sources.

The hot-lid opens during run Close the hot-lid.

The photoelectric unit fails.
Contact the distributor or our
service personnel.
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Appendix AWiring Diagram

MOTOR1
STEP motor

1_A+
2_A-
3_B-
4_B+

Power adapter

VCC
GND

KEY
GND

SMR-02V-B
1
2

SMP-02V-BC
1
2

SMR-02V-B

1
2

SMP-02V-BC
1
2

【Q1600_XS14】【Q1600_XS22】

【Q1600_XS26】 【Q1600_XS18】

【Q1600_XS17】

【Q1600_XS14】

【Q1600_XS12】

【Q1600_XS08】

PCB7
BG1600_PD_20191115.BRD

J1_1
J1_2
J1_3
J1_4
J1_5
J1_6

U2

Tablet PC

J1_USB

J2_USB
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+
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